
Ingredients: 

Pizza Base: 
500g 00 Flour 
3 tablespoons olive oil 
3 teaspoons salt 
2 teaspoons honey 
15g fresh yeast (or 7g sachet  
dried fast acting yeast) 
300ml water 
Semolina 

Method: 
The water needs to be warm for the yeast, so I boil the kettle and 
then use about 100ml of boiled water to 200ml of cold from the tap. 
This makes it the perfect temperature for the yeast to do its thing. 

Add the yeast to the water and stir until it’s dissolved. The water will 
look cloudy and you need to check that there are not largish pieces 
of yeast at the bottom of the bowl. 

Pop all the ingredients apart from the semolina (this is used to dust 
the pizza for extra crunch and helps stop it from sticking in the pan) 
into the food processor with a dough blade and “pulse” for 2 
minutes. Do not be tempted to have it whizzing along merrily for a 
couple of minutes on full whack, or you’ll make the same mistake as 
me and overstress the motor and end up with a cloud of smoke and 
possibly worse. 

Oil a large bowl - it will pretty much quadruple in size. I also pre-
warm the bowl with hot water to give the dough a nice cosy feel 
perfect for dough proving. 

This is the time-consuming bit. It’s a good idea to make it then 
ignore it for the day or at least 4 or 5 hours. After your dough has 
beautifully risen, preheat your cast iron skillet or other cast iron pan. 
I do this in an oven on maximum heat.  

Whilst the pan is heating give the dough a jolly good pummelling to 
knock the air out. 

Topping: 
Tomato 
Oregano 
Cheeses, grated 
Slices of chorizo or other cooked 
meat or fish 
Fresh basil, torn 
Freshly ground black pepper


Pan Pizza

20mins Prep 
Plenty of Proving 
30mins Cook



Scatter the semolina evenly in a single layer on a chopping board or clean work surface 
and shape the dough. I find it easiest to do smallish pizzas that are easier to handle as I 
certainly don’t have the ability to spin the dough in the air and competently catch it on 
the back of my hand, with any confidence that it won’t end up on the floor and in the 
dog. 
Place the rounds of pizza dough into your cast iron pan and heat on full temperature on 
the hob. You want the underneath of the pizza to take on some browning. This should 
take a couple of minutes. 

Turn over using a heatproof slice. Arrange the topping of your choice such as tomato 
paste, oregano, chorizo and cheese on the cooked side. The cheese you use really 
determines the flavour of the pizza. Your choice, whether it’s Mozzarella, Cheddar, 
Gruyere, or a combination of these, or even a blue cheese for something a bit special. 

Lightly oil the very hot cast iron pan carefully. I do this with kitchen paper, but mind your 
fingers. However, you may prefer to pour a spoonful of oil in and tip around to coat. 

Put the pan in the oven on maximum heat for 10 - 12 minutes - the more topping you use 
the longer it takes. If you have a commercial or pizza oven it will only take 3-4 minutes as 
they achieve a very high temperature. 

Scatter with the torn basil and cracked black pepper. Serve! 


